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By Rosemary deButts, Senior Consultant
It appears that summer doldrums fell upon 68 residential home building executives, developers, and private
equity investors who responded to our quarterly Sentiment Survey in the second quarter of 2016. Survey
respondents, dominated by industry experts from Virginia and Maryland, recently shared their thoughts on the
state of their local markets based on 2Q 2016 sales performance.
About 69% of the respondents hold positions of vice president or higher, including 15% who are CEOs,
principals, owners, or partners. Broken up by state , 25% were from Maryland, 57% were Virginians, and
another 18% responded from elsewhere, including Washington, DC. Please note that many respondents
operate in more than one state, and our counts represent the respondent’s office location.

After an optimistic start to 2016, the industry’s sentiment declined in the second quarter
as an increasing share of survey respondents reportedly did not meet their 2Q 2016
goals. And, direct material, labor, and regulation cost increases continued to plague the
industry.

Only 50% of participants met or exceeded their 2nd quarter sales goals—down
from 62% in the previous quarter.
Parsing the results by state, 53% of Maryland respondents met or exceeded their sales goals, and 62% of
Virginia respondents did the same in the second quarter. In other states, though, 92% of respondents did not
meet their goals, leaving only 8.3% who met or exceeded their goals.
Exceeded
Our Goals
Did your company’s 2Q 2016 net sales lag,
meet, or exceed your original goals for the
quarter?
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Goals
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JBREC asked the same question in 2Q 2015, and recent responses indicate a sharp increase in the share of
respondents who did not meet their sales goals in 2Q 2016. The year-over-year share increased from 35% to
50% in 2Q 2016.

Did your company’s 2Q 2016 net sales lag, meet, or exceed your
original goals for the quarter?
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Slightly more than half of participants—51%—had goals in 2Q 2016 comparable
to 2Q 2015.

Less
Aggressive
How do your sales goals for
2Q 2016 compare to your
goals in 2Q 2015?

13%

About the
Same

51%

More
Aggressive

35%

Rising from only 7% last year, 35% of participants had more aggressive goals
in 2Q 2016 vs. 2Q 2015.
The share of respondents with more aggressive goals in 2Q 2016 increased, while the share with less
aggressive goals also increased—year over year, but to a lesser degree.
Many of our respondents provided explanations for the differences between their 2Q 2016 and 2Q 2015 sales
goals. Changes in community count appear to have affected sales goals most.
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How do your sales goals for 2Q 2016 compare to 2Q 2015?

More Aggressive (35%)

And why? For example, are you expecting a change in community count or introducing a new product?
DC

Went from having no model homes to opening models at three communities

MD

Added one community

MD

Both

MD

Both—we opened new communities and introduced new product. The biggest problem was getting our new community
models opened. They all fell behind schedule.

MD

Community shelf life—in close-out situations we anticipate stronger absorption pace, and we grand-opened new
communities.

MD

Higher community count

MD

More communities; new product too

MD

More single family communities and less attached product, which means more revenue for a similar total number of
sales

MD

Reduced our community count

NJ

Anticipated stronger consumer confidence

VA

Community count

VA

Community count

VA

Community count and higher expectations

VA

Higher absorption

VA

Improving market

VA

Increase in community count

VA

Increased community count

VA

Market doing well

VA

Market took off

VA

More locations to sell

VA

New communities

VA

New communities in the core market

VA

We projected improvement in the market.
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How do your sales goals for 2Q 2016 compare to 2Q 2015?

Less Aggressive (13%)

About the Same (51%)

And why? For example, are you expecting a change in community count or introducing a new product?
DC

Better marketing program and new product

DE

One less community

MA

Market is about the same, slightly firmer

MD

Better per community absorption

MD

Two community close outs

MD

We will be introducing eight new house types this year.

VA

Both product and pricing

VA

Flat community count = flat sales projection

VA

No, same amount

VA

Reduction in community count due to lack of affordable land availability

VA

Same community count, but this year there are start-ups with a slightly slower pace.

VA

Short on project funding

VA

Somewhat due to community count, but mostly due to slower demand

VA

Tried to better evaluate the market and be more realistic in setting goals

VA

We fell ten sales short of our 2Q 2016 projection. We had one less community this year compared to 2Q 2015.

VA

We hired new sales representatives who are marketing focused.

PA

Sluggish market over $1.2M

SC

Slower average absorption per community

VA

Closed out projects

VA

Fewer communities

VA

Jobs closing; new jobs coming

VA

Not enough product diversity

VA

Plan to be more conservative due to economy

VA

Sales office traffic is down.

VA

Slower market; strong projects closed out
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Year over year, the majority of respondents saw a 2% to 5% increase in costs.
In addition to the two questions JBREC asks every quarter, we typically ask a final question concerning recent
trends in the home building industry. In the second quarter, we asked about the impact of cost increases
compared to last year. Almost 44% of our respondents indicate their costs increased somewhat (2% to 5%).
But 29% have recently seen significant cost increases of 5% to 10%. The highest increases occurred in
Maryland, with 31% reporting significant cost increases.

Question of the Quarter: How much have your company’s costs
increased over the last year?
Not at all
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Slightly ( <2%)
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Extremely (10%+)
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Our respondents blame cost increases on a variety of reasons. Regulation and code changes affected many of
our respondents, particularly outside Maryland and Virginia. Materials and labor dominated the list of costincrease culprits in Virginia.

What caused the increase?

44% Somewhat (2%–5%)

20% Slightly (<2%)

Regulation, land prices, development costs, direct materials, labor, etc.?
MD

Development costs

MD

Land, code changes, labor shortage

PA

Regulation and material costs

VA

All of the above

VA

Development costs

VA

Direct material cost increases; labor remains fairly stable.

VA

General cost creep. We have some new single-family product. Codes updated in Prince George’s County.

VA

General inflation; directs up a bit, labor and land development as well

VA

Labor/materials

VA

Materials as well as labor

DC

All of the above!

MD

All of the above

MD

All of the above

MD

All of the above; impact fees, land carry (the usual suspects). The subs all want more; we just can’t justify paying more
because our customers won’t pay for it. Houses will continue to get SMALLER. Profit compression continues. We are
squeezed between increasing costs and oppressive federal mortgage limits.

MD

Codes, land

MD

Direct material cost

MD

Labor, development/entitlement costs

MD

Regulation and development cost

MD

Regulations—stormwater management

NJ

Code changes

VA

All of above

VA

Development and materials

VA

Direct labor

VA

Direct materials (lumber and concrete) and labor

VA

Direct materials and labor
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VA

International Residential Code (IRC), storm water management regulations, development costs, direct materials

VA

Labor and materials

VA

Labor shortages

VA

Land and direct costs

VA

Land prices and development costs

VA

Materials and labor

VA

Materials

VA

Materials and labor

VA

Materials, labor, etc.

VA

Materials, labor, land pricing

VA

Very little increase in construction costs, but land is still high.

VT

Materials and labor mostly

CO

All of the above

DE

Direct materials and labor

IN

Regulations, development costs, and direct materials

MA

Regulations (energy codes), land prices, and labor

MD

All the above, particularly development cost and direct materials

MD

Labor and carry

MD

Labor, drywall, land prices

MD

Land prices, direct materials, and labor

MD

Lot costs

VA

Direct material costs increased, but labor remains fairly stable.

VA

Labor/materials

VA

Land prices are #1.

VA

Materials and labor

VA

Materials and labor

VA

Materials and labor

VA

Materials, lumber

VA

Regulation and land are the biggest impacts.

SC

All the above, plus new plans/product are more expensive to build. Labor, land, development cost, regulation, and
material costs are far outpacing our ability to raise house prices in most communities.

VA

Development and labor

DC

Everything—hard costs, soft costs, legal costs, etc.
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Last quarter, about 86% of survey respondents expected to equal or outpace
last year’s sales, but in 2Q 2016, 50% did not meet their sales goals.
We also saw market confidence decline from 1Q 2016. Our 2Q 2016 survey confirms what we hear regularly:
2016 is OK, not great.
JBREC thanks all of the respondents for participating, and we look forward to hearing your comments in early
October about 3Q 2016.
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About Us
John Burns Real Estate Consulting, LLC helps executives make informed housing industry

decisions. Our passionate team of analysts and consultants from around the country helps our clients identify the best
risk-adjusted investment opportunities. We are known for our:

• Client focus. Our clients have personal access to our

team of market and industry experts. We also connect clients
to opportunities for new business. We always seek to innovate
and improve our practices to make our clients’ lives easier.

Quick Stats
Regularly quoted in:

• Speed. We are focused exclusively on housing and strive to
have the most current data at our fingertips. We are diligent,
regularly out in the field, and tapped into industry leaders—
resulting in great research and advice.

• Proprietary tools. We have created many tools to

provide unique and timely insight. They include a monthly
survey of builder executives, several indexes and forecasts,
and a demand model by price range and household
composition.

• Data quality. We create, collect, and buy the best industry
data available, and our analysts then tell clients how to apply
that insight to their business planning.

Weekly
Newsletter
LinkedIn

housing markets across the country.

350K+

3,400+

• Management expertise. Our team leaders are

followers

seasoned industry veterans who have learned from multiple
housing cycles.

not recommend stock investments or take contingency fees so
that it is clear we have no conflicting agendas.

subscribers

followers

• Local knowledge. Our team has offices in many major

• Trusted integrity. We are independent advisors. We do

30,000+

Bloomberg
Ticker

JBRE

We undergo annual training and a rigorous independent audit process with a third-party
firm to ensure that our internal compliance controls exceed industry standards and best
practices.

WWW.REALESTATECONSULTING.COM

John Burns Real Estate Consulting, LLC takes great pride in our highly educated, resourceful, and experienced team that
includes practitioners with 25+ years of experience in both home building and community development. As a research
client, you gain access to our team across the nation to discuss market conditions, our current research, and our forecasts.

REGIONAL OFFICE LOCATIONS
ATLANTA, GA

BOCA RATON, FL

CHARLOTTE, NC

CHICAGO, IL

DALLAS, TX

DENVER, CO

FORT MYERS, FL

HOUSTON, TX

IRVINE, CA

LAS VEGAS, NV

NEW ENGLAND

PORTLAND, OR

RALEIGH-DURHAM, NC

SACRAMENTO, CA

SAN DIEGO, CA

WASHINGTON, DC

770-286-3493

214-389-9003

949-870-1200

919-599-4800

561-998-5814

720-328-1530

248-797-4469

949-870-1227

704-989-1190

239-300-5057

603-235-5760

858-281-7200

630-544-7826

713-906-3829

281-605-8185

703-447-7171

WISCONSIN
920-373-6727
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